
1.  A tuple is another sequence data type, so the sequence operations of indexing, slicing, concatenation, repetition,

membership (in), and len() work on tuples too.  Tuples are very similar to lists, i.e., comma-separated items enclosed

in parentheses.  The main difference is that tuples are immutable (cannot be modified).  

Create two tuples as:
student1 = (‘Bob’, 123456, ‘Jr’, 3.12) 

student2 = ‘Sally’, 654321, ‘Fr’, 0.0

In addition to indexing, “fields” of a tuple can be unpacked  using a single assignment statement as:

name, idnum, rank, gpa = student1

For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the results. 

student1 + student2

student1[3] = 3.44

len(student1)

student1[2:]

student1[0]

Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement

2.  A dictionary is an unordered set of key-value pairs (written as key:value).  Keys must be unique and immutable

(e.g., numerics, strings, tuples of immutable objects).  Dictionaries are typically used to lookup the value

corresponding to a specified key.  Dictionaries can be written as comma-separated key:value pairs enclosed in

curly braces.  For example,

   phoneNumbers = {’fienup’:35918, ‘gray’:35917,‘east’:32939,’drake’:35811,’schafer’:32187}

Access to individual key:value pairs looks syntactically like a sequence lookup using a key instead of an index.

For example, phoneNumbers[’east’] returns 32939, and a new key:value pair can be added by

phoneNumbers[’wallingford’] = 35919.  Additional, methods on dictionaries are:

Deletes the key:value pair whose key is myKeydel myDictionary[myKey]del 

myDictionary.has_key(myKey)has_key
Returns True if myKey is in myDictionary; otherwise False

myKey in myDictionaryin

Returns the value associated with myKey; otherwise altmyDictionary.get(myKey, alt)get

Returns the value associated with myKey; otherwise NonemyDictionary.get(myKey)get

Returns a list of key:value tuples in myDictionarymyDictionary.items()items

Returns a list of values in myDictionarymyDictionary.values()values

Returns a list of keys in myDictionarymyDictionary.keys()keys

ExplanationUsageMethod

For the phoneNumbers dictionary as shown above, write statements to perform the following:

a)  Add professor Poleksic’s phone number of 33388.    

b)  Use the del method to delete professor Drake’s entry.

Name:___________________
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c)  For the following sequence of Python statements, predict the results.

‘fienup’ in phoneNumbers

phoneNumbers.get( ‘me’,’Not Found’)

phoneNumbers.get( ‘me’) == None

phoneNumbers.get( ‘east’)

phoneNumbers.keys( )

Actual ResultPredicted ResultStatement

3. Write a program to process the phoneNumber dictionary to print the phone information one per line in

alphabetical order by the name keys.

phoneNumbers = {’fienup’:35918, ‘gray’:35917, ‘east’:32939,’drake’:35811,’schafer’:32187}

4.  Write a function  that takes the list-of-customer-field-lists from the previous lecture (from processing

customerData.txt file), and generates a dictionary with a tally of the number of customers from each state.  Then,

write another function that takes this dictionary as a parameter and prints the number of customers from each state

sorted from most to least.   

Name:___________________
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